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Prairie Dog Boring Equipment
Street cutting and repair is costly, unnecessary and in many areas illegal. Our boring machines offer the
solution. Our boring machines save time and money, and bring the savings to your bottom line. Prairie Dog
Boring Equipment, Inc. provides state of the art trenchless technology to aid in installation of new or
replacement underground pipe and cable. In a world where conservation and protection of the environment
have become a growing concern, the opportunity to implement a non-destructive utility installation program
is now a reality.
All of the Prairie Dog machines are small, lightweight and inexpensive compared to competitive products. All
have clutches and other safety features and are built sturdy to provide years of trouble-free operation.
A complete line of Prairie Dog bits and backreamers is available for every boring condition, from sand to rock.
Many useful attachments and accessories are also available.
Company Overview
The "Prairie Dog" line of boring equipment was founded in 1968. Since then we have developed a full line of
Prairie Dog horizontal earth boring machines, ranging from a versatile 22 pound hand-held machine for 2” to
4” holes, up to a heavy-duty 395 pound machine for 3” to 28” holes over 200 feet in length.
Ditch the Missiles
Missiles can end up anywhere but where you aim them including the middle of the road. Soil conditions
dictate whether they can be used at all. Missiles can get stuck or lost altogether along with a significant
investment which leads you to making a major decision. Dig it out and tear up what you were trying to avoid
tearing up in the first place or leave it there and buy another one. This won't happen with a Prairie Dog
Machine. Our machines will work in a variety of soil conditions and just by design accuracy is much better.
Our Capabilities
Prairie Dog horizontal earth boring machines are now in use all over the USA, Canada, Mexico, South Africa
and many other countries. The machines are used by water and sewer utilities and plumbing, electrical,
telephone, cable, landscaping and irrigation companies, plus many others.
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FAQ's
How does it work?
All Prairie Dog Boring Machines work by turning a carbide tipped pilot bit to bore the initial hole. Setup depends on the model of
machine being used but they all are designed to drill a straight-line hole. Water is used to flush the hole as the bit is cutting.
If the original hole needs to be made larger the appropriate sized back reamer can be pulled back through the hole cutting in much
the same way as the pilot bit.
How Much water does it take?
A 2" pilot hole 40' long will usually take somewhere between 30 and 50 gallons in optimum conditions. This water needs to be
supplied at around 40-50 psi or standard municipal water pressure and flow. The machines come standard with a garden hose
connection but can be equipped with other connections if needed or easily adapted in the field.
How long does it take?
The time it takes to complete a bore will depend largely on the soil conditions. However, in good conditions that same 2" x 40' bore
shouldn't take more than about 30 minutes to complete. A 4" - 6" back reamer will take about the same amount of time. You can
add about 20% to the time it takes to back ream a hole for each 2" increment you increase the finished hole size. These are "rule of
thumb" estimates in good conditions.
Doesn't it make a mess?
Not as much as you might expect. The water combines with the substrate to create a slurry. This slurry usually stays by the entrance
of the hole. Any additional water runoff can be contained by digging a small sump and either allowed to soak into the ground or
pumped off. The slurry that is left in the hole serves as a lubricant when inserting the casing, cable, pipe or conduit.
Our machines turn the bit at the right combination of speed and power. Enough power to bore through the toughest conditions but
fast enough to thoroughly mix the water and soil into the proper slurry.
Will it bore through rock?
Yes, Carbide tipped bits and Back Reamers allow the machine to handle boring through the toughest conditions. There are many
different types of rock though. The amount of time it takes to bore depends on how hard the rock is.
I have a lot of sand in my area. Can I still bore with a Prairie Dog without cave ins?
Yes, you can. A mixture of bentonite clay (drilling mud) can be substituted for the plain water. This drilling mud will help stabilize
the hole in granular soils.
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How it works – Step by Step Guide
Step 1:
Dig trenches on either side
of the road up to desired
depth, one trench to
accommodate the
machine and the other for
come-out hole.

Come-out Hole

Trench for Machine

Step 2:
Lower the machine
into the trench and
attach the first Drill
Rod and Pilot Bit at the
end. Attach the water
hose and start engine.
Start moving the
machine forward.

Step 3:
As each joint of Drill
Rod is pushed into the
ground a new one is
added behind.
Keep on adding Drill
Rods until the Pilot Bit
reaches the come-out
hole.
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Step 4:
Remove the Pilot Bit and
screw on the Backreamer

Step 5:
Start moving the
machine backwards and
start removing the Drill
Rods.

Step 6:
Once the Backreamer
reaches the start point
cleanup the hole with a
Pull-plate.

Step 7:
Slide in the pipe while the
hole is still lubricated with
slurry.

Note: The above steps are for illustration purpose only. Please read the user manual and safety instructions
(supplied with the machine) before operating.
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Product Quick View
Model

Weight

140EW

26 lb

2”-5”, 50 feet

1

500RTW

135 lb

2”-6”, 100 feet

3

500TW

165 lb

2”-6”, 100 feet

6

700TWG

150 lb

2”-8”, 100 feet

7

700TWA

325 lb

2”-14”, 150 feet

9

900RTW

210 lb

2”-14”, 150 feet

11

900TW

235 lb

2”-14”, 150 feet

14

1200TW

295 lb

2”-24”, 200 feet

16

1800TW

395 lb

3”-28”, 300 feet

18

Accessories

-

Capability

-

Page
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The models shown are our standard production models. These models fill 99% of our
customers’ needs but if the dimensions or design won't work in your particular application
we are happy to quote you on a custom built machine that will.
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MODEL: 140 EW

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE
The most economical and versatile boring machine on the market today!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 140HW allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 5 inches in diameter, in
lengths of 50 feet and longer. Its compact design makes it easy to use in even the smallest workspaces. The
versatility of the “Prairie Dog” 140HW enables you to operate either above or below the ground utilizing
standard piping. The “Prairie Dog” is designed to be inexpensive to operate and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Weight: 26 pounds
Dimensions: 13”H x 21”L x 9.5”W
Clutch: Centrifugal
Engine: 1.4 hp- 2 cycle
Hand Held
Sealed Transmission
Spur Gear
Capacity: 2” to 4” x 45 feet

C.A.T.V.
Plumbing
Electrical
Irrigation
Telephone
Gas
Water

Low Environmental Impact
Lightweight
Inexpensive
One Man Operation
Compact Utilizes ½” NPT or our Tapered
Sturdy Frame
Low Operating Cost
Thread Drill Rods
Operates Above or Below Ground
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ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND OPERATION
The hand operated “Prairie Dog” horizontal boring machine is versatile enough to perform efficiently, either
above or below the ground. In above-ground applications, it is necessary to keep at least one to two drill rod
stems behind the entry point to allow for the natural sway of the pipe. The drill rod guides are then used near
the entry point to maintain the position and grade of the bore. By applying minimal pressure to the drill stem,
the operator walks towards the trench as the pilot bit creates the hole. As the bit travels forward, additional drill
rods are added as needed. A special tool thread is used to facilitate quick assembly and disassembly of drill
rods in 1-1/2 turns. During below ground operation, the operator can utilize iron pipe of any length or Prairie
Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. tapered tool rods.
If space is a constraint, the operator can use shorter rods and continue to add length of pipe as the hole
increases. Again, by applying slight pressure, the operator can create a hole with the rotating bit.

New Quick Attach rail system for below ground operation
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Only 7’ long and 12” wide Weighs in at just under 50 lbs

MODEL: 500 RTW

WATER LUBRICATED TYPE
Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 500 allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 6 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 100 feet and more. The Model 500RTW is a versatile boring machine designed to be inexpensive to operate
and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 135 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Reliable Honda Engine

· Engine: 5.5hp Honda Engine

· Plumbing

· Sturdy Frame

· Drill Rods: 8ft long 1.25 diameter

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Oil lubricated centrifugal clutch

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Bores hole from 2-6” up to 100ft

· Telephone

· Oil lubricated clutch

· Gas

· Compact and Portable

· Water

· High Flotation Tires

· Sealed gearbox
· Spur Gear Drive
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Fast setup time and higher profits
The Prairie Dog Model 500RTW horizontal earth boring machine provides portable and economical methods
to cut the cost of underground installations. The Model 500RTW was designed to install utilities, irrigation, and
cable TV equipment. It is also a versatile and economical choice for the rental industry.
The Model 500RTW can be operated by one person, so it can be used in the most congested underground
installations. It utilizes our special quick coupling drill rods to accelerate installations and simplify long bores.
A stainless steel water shaft with replacement adapter helps to reduce downtime and overhead. While an oil
lubricated clutch/gearbox with forward and reverse extend machine life. All of the components of the Model
500RTW are easily accessible for quick maintenance, if needed.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The Prairie Dog is one boring machine you can depend on.
ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 140EW, 500RTW AND 900RTW
The hand operated “Prairie Dog” horizontal boring machine is versatile enough to perform efficiently, either
above or below the ground.
In above-ground applications, it is necessary to keep at least one to two drill rod stems behind the entry point
to allow for the natural sway of the pipe. The drill rod guides are then used near the entry point to maintain the
position and grade of the bore. By applying minimal pressure to the drill stem, the operator walks towards the
trench as the pilot bit creates the hole. As the bit travels forward, additional drill rods are added as needed. A
special tool thread is used to facilitate quick assembly and disassembly of drill rods in

1-1/2 turns.
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During below ground operation, the operator can utilize iron pipe of any length or Prairie Dog Boring
Equipment, Inc. tapered tool rods.
If space is a constraint, the operator can use shorter rods and continue to add length of pipe as the hole
increases. Again, by applying slight pressure, the operator can create a hole with the rotating bit.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 500 TW

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE

Our own specially designed Tool Thread, Loose in 1.5 turns!
Water Lubricated System
Water assisted; drill 2” to 6” holes up to 100ft.

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 125 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Reliable Honda Engine

· Dim: 18”W x 32”H x 102”L

· Plumbing

· Sturdy Frame

· Use 4’ Drill Rods

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Gasoline 4 stroke engine

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Stainless Water Shaft

· Telephone

· Oil lubricated clutch

· Gas

· Compact and Portable

· Water

· Low maintenance

· 5.5 hp Honda Engine
· Sturdy Mechanical rack and pinion

advance

· Fast Operation

· Works in congested areas
· One man machine positioning
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MODEL: 700 TWG

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE

Our own specially designed Tool Thread, Loose in 1.5 turns!
Water Lubricated System
Water assisted; drill 2” to 8” holes up to 100’. Specially designed for tight areas

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 125 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Reliable Honda Engine

· Dim: 18”W x 32”H x 66”L

· Plumbing

· Sturdy Frame

· Use 2 ½ ’ Drill Rods

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Gasoline 4 stroke engine

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Stainless Water Shaft

· Telephone

· Oil lubricated clutch

· Gas

· Compact and Portable

· Water

· Low maintenance

· 6.5 hp Honda Engine
· Sturdy Mechanical rack and pinion

advance

· Fast Operation

· Works in congested areas
· One man machine positioning
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BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 500TW, 500TWG, 700TWA, 900TW, 1200TW & 1800TW
After a boring pit and come out hole have been dug the machine is lowered into the boring pit and properly
leveled and aimed. The first drill rod is attached with a pilot bit and the operator begins the drilling process.
Water is used to flush the cuttings from the hole as the operator advances the drill stem and pilot bit using the
smooth rack and pinion advance.
Once the entire length of the drill stem is used the operator disconnects the stem from the transmission,
reverses the carriage to make room for another drill stem and continues as before advancing the bit and drill
stem. Once the come out hole is reached, if the bore diameter needs to be enlarged, the pilot bit can be
removed and a backreamer of proper size can be added to the end of the drill stem. At this time a cable swivel
can also be added.
The operator simply reverses the procedure by pulling the drill stem and reamer back through the hole
removing drill stem as each length of drill stem as it becomes completely exposed. A cable can be pulled back
through behind the back reamer. Once the bore is completed the pipe can be either pushed through the hole
or pulled using the cable. The speed at which the pilot and reamers usually produces a nice slurry that will
help lubricate thus easing the pipe installation.
With all machines, in very granular soil or rocky conditions, driller’s mud such as Baroid Aquagel can be mixed
and pumped through the drill stem and bit to either stabilize the hole or provide a slick slurry to facilitate the
installation of the pipe.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 700 TWA

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE - Water Lubricated Type
Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 700 allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 24 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 200 feet and more. The Model 700TWA designed to operator in bore pits as deep as a 8 feet below ground
level. A strong frame protects the machine from damage in handling and operation. The Prairie Dog is designed
to be inexpensive to operate and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.
SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 325 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Motor: Rotary Vein Air Motor 9hp

· Plumbing

Inexpensive, Lightweight

at 100 PSI

· Electrical

· Quality Workmanship

· Oil Lubricated

· Irrigation

· Low Environmental Impact

· Bores hole from 2-14” up to 150ft

· Telephone

· Oil lubricated F/N/R Transmission

· Gas

· One Man Operation

· Water

· Compact, sturdy frame

or more
· Dimensions: 40” H x 102” L x 18” W
· Water Shaft: Stainless steel with ¾” NPT
· Uses forward and reverse oil lubricated
planetary unit
· Track length: 8 foot

· Prairie Dog’s Tapered Thread
Drill Rods
· Inexpensive, Lightweight
· Sturdy Mechanical Rack and Pinion advance
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BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 500TW, 700TWA, 900TW, 1200TW & 1800TW
After a boring pit and come out hole have been dug the machine is lowered into the boring pit and properly
leveled and aimed. The first drill rod is attached with a pilot bit and the operator begins the drilling process.
Water is used to flush the cuttings from the hole as the operator advances the drill stem and pilot bit using the
smooth rack and pinion advance.
Once the entire length of the drill stem is used the operator disconnects the stem from the transmission,
reverses the carriage to make room for another drill stem and continues as before advancing the bit and drill
stem. Once the come out hole is reached, if the bore diameter needs to be enlarged, the pilot bit can be
removed and a backreamer of proper size can be added to the end of the drill stem. At this time a cable swivel
can also be added.
The operator simply reverses the procedure by pulling the drill stem and reamer back through the hole
removing drill stem as each length of drill stem as it becomes completely exposed. A cable can be pulled back
through behind the back reamer. Once the bore is completed the pipe can be either pushed through the hole
or pulled using the cable. The speed at which the pilot and reamers usually produces a nice slurry that will
help lubricate thus easing the pipe installation.
With all machines, in very granular soil or rocky conditions, driller’s mud such as Baroid Aquagel can be mixed
and pumped through the drill stem and bit to either stabilize the hole or provide slick slurry to facilitate the
installation of the pipe.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 900 RTW

Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 900 allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 14 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 150 feet and more. The Model 900RTW is a versatile boring machine designed for any size job. Its high
floatation tires make it easy to use even extremely wet conditions. The Prairie Dog is designed to be
inexpensive to operate and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 210 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Cast Iron Sleeved Engine

· 8.5hp Honda Engine

· Plumbing

· Welded Steel Frame

· One piece welded frame

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Engine coupled to transmission

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Bores hole from 2-14” up to 150ft or more

· Telephone

· Heavy Duty oil planetary forward

· Uses forward and reverse oil lubricated

· Gas

planetary unit
· Transmission to drive shaft: chain drive

· Water

and reversing transmission
· Compact and Portable

· Above ground or below ground
operation
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Fast setup time and higher profits
The Prairie Dog Model 900RTW horizontal earth boring machine provides portable and economical methods
to cut the cost of underground installations. The Model 900RTW was designed to install utilities, irrigation, and
cable TV equipment. It is also a versatile and economical choice for the rental industry.
The Model 900RTW can be operated by one person, so it can be used in the most congested underground
installations. Its utilizes our special quick coupling drill rods to accelerate installations and simplify long bores.
A stainless steel water shaft with replacement adapter helps to reduce downtime and overhead. While an oil
lubricated clutch/gearbox with forward and reverse extend machine life. All of the components of the Model
900RTW are easily accessible for quick maintenance, if needed.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The Prairie Dog is one boring machine you can depend on.
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ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 130HW, 200WW, 500RTW AND 900RTW
The hand operated “Prairie Dog” horizontal boring machine is versatile enough to perform efficiently, either
above or below the ground.
In above-ground applications, it is necessary to keep at least one to two drill rod stems behind the entry point
to allow for the natural sway of the pipe. The drill rod guides are then used near the entry point to maintain the
position and grade of the bore. By applying minimal pressure to the drill stem, the operator walks towards the
trench as the pilot bit creates the hole. As the bit travels forward, additional drill rods are added as needed. A
special tool thread is used to facilitate quick assembly and disassembly of drill rods in

1-1/2 turns.

During below ground operation, the operator can utilize iron pipe of any length or Prairie Dog Boring
Equipment, Inc. tapered tool rods.
If space is a constraint, the operator can use shorter rods and continue to add length of pipe as the hole
increases. Again, by applying slight pressure, the operator can create a hole with the rotating bit.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 900 TW

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE
Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 900 allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 14 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 150 feet and more. The Model 900TW is a versatile boring machine designed to be inexpensive to operate
and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.
SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 295 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Reliable Honda Engine

· Engine: 8.5 HP Honda

· Plumbing

· Welded Steel Frame

· Drill Rods: 4ft long 1.25 diameter

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Length of Track: 102"

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Width of track: 18 inch

· Telephone

· Heavy Duty oil planetary forward and reversing

· Height: 36” maximum to top of handle

· Gas

· Bores hole from 2-14” up to 150ft or more

· Water

· Uses forward and reverse oil lubricated

transmission
· Compact and Portable
· Rack and pinion advancing mechanism

planetary unit
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BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 500TW, 700TWA, 900TW, 1200TW & 1800TW
After a boring pit and come out hole have been dug the machine is lowered into the boring pit and properly
leveled and aimed. The first drill rod is attached with a pilot bit and the operator begins the drilling process.
Water is used to flush the cuttings from the hole as the operator advances the drill stem and pilot bit using the
smooth rack and pinion advance.
Once the entire length of the drill stem is used the operator disconnects the stem from the transmission,
reverses the carriage to make room for another drill stem and continues as before advancing the bit and drill
stem. Once the come out hole is reached, if the bore diameter needs to be enlarged, the pilot bit can be
removed and a backreamer of proper size can be added to the end of the drill stem. At this time a cable swivel
can also be added.
The operator simply reverses the procedure by pulling the drill stem and reamer back through the hole
removing drill stem as each length of drill stem as it becomes completely exposed. A cable can be pulled back
through behind the back reamer. Once the bore is completed the pipe can be either pushed through the hole
or pulled using the cable. The speed at which the pilot and reamers usually produces a nice slurry that will
help lubricate thus easing the pipe installation.
With all machines, in very granular soil or rocky conditions, driller’s mud such as Baroid Aquagel can be mixed
and pumped through the drill stem and bit to either stabilize the hole or provide slick slurry to facilitate the
installation of the pipe.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 1200 TW

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE
Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 1200 allows a single operator to bore holes from 2 to 24 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 200 feet and more. The Model 1200TW is a versatile boring machine designed to be inexpensive to operate
and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.
SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 315 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Reliable Honda Engine

· Engine: 11hp Honda

· Plumbing

· Welded Steel Frame

· Drill Rods: 4ft long 1.25 diameter

· Electrical

· Non-Corrosive Water Swivel

· Length of Track: 102"

· Irrigation

· Quality Workmanship

· Width of track: 18 inch

· Telephone

· Heavy Duty oil planetary forward and reversing

· Height: 36” maximum to top of handle

· Gas

· Bores hole from 2-24” up to 200ft or more

· Water

· Uses forward and reverse oil lubricated

transmission
· Compact and Portable
· Rack and pinion advancing mechanism

planetary unit
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BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 500TW, 700TWA, 900TW, 1200TW & 1800TW
After a boring pit and come out hole have been dug the machine is lowered into the boring pit and properly
leveled and aimed. The first drill rod is attached with a pilot bit and the operator begins the drilling process.
Water is used to flush the cuttings from the hole as the operator advances the drill stem and pilot bit using the
smooth rack and pinion advance.
Once the entire length of the drill stem is used the operator disconnects the stem from the transmission,
reverses the carriage to make room for another drill stem and continues as before advancing the bit and drill
stem. Once the come out hole is reached, if the bore diameter needs to be enlarged, the pilot bit can be
removed and a backreamer of proper size can be added to the end of the drill stem. At this time a cable swivel
can also be added.
The operator simply reverses the procedure by pulling the drill stem and reamer back through the hole
removing drill stem as each length of drill stem as it becomes completely exposed. A cable can be pulled back
through behind the back reamer. Once the bore is completed the pipe can be either pushed through the hole
or pulled using the cable. The speed at which the pilot and reamers usually produces a nice slurry that will
help lubricate thus easing the pipe installation.
With all machines, in very granular soil or rocky conditions, driller’s mud such as Baroid Aquagel can be mixed
and pumped through the drill stem and bit to either stabilize the hole or provide slick slurry to facilitate the
installation of the pipe.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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MODEL: 1800 TW

HORIZONTAL EARTH BORING MACHINE
Economical and versatile boring machines!
The “Prairie Dog” Model 1800 allows a single operator to bore holes from 3 to 28 inches in diameter, in lengths
of 300 feet and more. The Model 1800TW is a versatile boring machine designed to be inexpensive to operate
and requires little maintenance.
Whether you install cables or pipelines, digging trenches through existing structures is expensive and time
consuming. The “Prairie Dog” line of products allows you to bore holes under existing structures easily and
economically.

SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES:

· Weight: 395 pounds

· C.A.T.V.

· Low Environmental Impact

· Engine: Honda V-twin 18hp Commercial engine

· Plumbing

· Lightweight

· Oil Lubricated

· Electrical

· Inexpensive

· Water Shaft: 17-4 Hi tensile corrosion resistant

· Irrigation

· One Man Operation

· Bores hole from 2-28” up to 300ft or more

· Telephone

· Compact

· Uses forward and reverse oil lubricated

· Gas

· Tapered Thread Drill Rods

· Water

· Sturdy Frame

planetary unit
· Dimensions: 40” H x 102” L x 18” W

· Low Operating Cost

· Track length: 8 foot

· Corrosion Resistant High tensile
Strength water swivel shaft
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BELOW GROUND OPERATION OF MODELS 500TW, 700TWA, 900TW, 1200TW & 1800TW
After a boring pit and come out hole have been dug the machine is lowered into the boring pit and properly
leveled and aimed. The first drill rod is attached with a pilot bit and the operator begins the drilling process.
Water is used to flush the cuttings from the hole as the operator advances the drill stem and pilot bit using the
smooth rack and pinion advance.
Once the entire length of the drill stem is used the operator disconnects the stem from the transmission,
reverses the carriage to make room for another drill stem and continues as before advancing the bit and drill
stem. Once the come out hole is reached, if the bore diameter needs to be enlarged, the pilot bit can be
removed and a backreamer of proper size can be added to the end of the drill stem. At this time a cable swivel
can also be added.
The operator simply reverses the procedure by pulling the drill stem and reamer back through the hole
removing drill stem as each length of drill stem as it becomes completely exposed. A cable can be pulled back
through behind the back reamer. Once the bore is completed the pipe can be either pushed through the hole
or pulled using the cable. The speed at which the pilot and reamers usually produces a nice slurry that will
help lubricate thus easing the pipe installation.
With all machines, in very granular soil or rocky conditions, driller’s mud such as Baroid Aquagel can be mixed
and pumped through the drill stem and bit to either stabilize the hole or provide slick slurry to facilitate the
installation of the pipe.
As the need for boring increases, a dependable and versatile boring machine can be the difference between
profit and loss on a job. The “Prairie Dog” is the one boring machine you can depend on.

Buy a “Prairie Dog” today and start saving money tomorrow!

For more information contact Prairie Dog Boring Equipment, Inc. at info@undergroundequip.com
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